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Unit 51, 8 Knuckey St, Darwin City

THE PENTHOUSE - AN ENVIABLE LIFESTYLE!
The ultimate penthouse apartment situated in the heart of the City offering one
of the most striking views of Darwin Harbour. Virtually every room and window
has a glorious view. The master suite is massive and it can’t fail to impress. This
is an exceptional apartment and an outstanding 377sqm on title. A striking
entertainer the living and dining area offers great space. You can choose either
the comfort of interior entertaining or go alfresco on the balcony whilst
enjoying the amazing views. Convenient City living and a short stroll down to
the popular Waterfront this versatile penthouse apartment comes with a huge
master suite, a two further bedrooms and a large study.
- Situated in the heart of the City a few steps from popular Char Restaurant
- The balcony wraps around the living space & along the entire front
- A light filled apartment with superb views from virtually all rooms
- The exceptional sized master suite features a kitchenette
- Stunning high ceilings throughout enhance the feeling of space
- The ensuite is large, a bath from relaxing, dual basins & even a bidet
- A Master Chef sized kitchen with granite benches & heaps of space
- In addition across the passage way is a big walk-in in pantry room
- The wide servery links the kitchen to the dining space can be closed
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- The apartment comes with two secure car spaces plus a storeroom
This is an enviable lifestyle property that must be viewed. Call Lois Williams
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Price
SOLD for $800,000
Property Type residential
Property ID
1293
AGENT DETAILS
Lois Williams - 0408 881 477
OFFICE DETAILS
Darwin
74 Cavenagh Street Darwin NT 0800
Australia
08 8943 2432

